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Abstract 

Semantic typology and categorization are important fields of research in linguistics. The aim of 

our work is to inspect these fields in regard to bilingualism. In this thesis we examine semantic 

categorization of body parts among four different groups of people: monolingual English 

speakers, monolingual Russian speakers, bilingual Russian speakers answering in English and 

bilingual Russian speakers answering in Russian. The hierarchies, ambiguities in naming 

patterns and homology were in the center of this study. The groups were also compared to each 

other in order to observe the effects of the first language learned (L1) and the second language 

learned (L2) on bilinguals. The results showed that Russian L1 bilinguals answering the Russian 

questionnaire displayed the same results as the Russian monolinguals, indicating a lack of 

influence from the L2. The Russian L1 bilinguals answering the English questionnaire used a 

semantic categorization most similar to their L1 and also demonstrated a broadening of the 

semantic categories related to neither the L1 nor the L2.  

Keywords: semantic categorization, semantic typology, L1 influence, category broadening, body 

part categorization, English, Russian 
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1. Introduction 

Semantic categorization belongs to the discipline of semantic typology and is a topic of a long 

time interest. Monolingual categorization and the semantic structure of languages has been in the 

focus of studies in such domains as colour, containers and body parts (Liston (1972), Majid 

(2010), Pavlenko and Malt (2010)). Research on bilinguals has also considered the effect of 

speaking several languages on semantic structure (Guo and Liu (1997), Wang and Wen (2002), 

Pavlenko and Malt (2010)). This thesis will examine both monolingual categorization and the 

effects of bilingualism. 

Firstly, we consider the definition of body parts. While body parts are a familiar semantic 

domain, and the majority of people seem to agree on what body parts are, there is no simple 

anatomical definition of body parts. Doctors may consult anatomical atlases, however this is not 

the categorization used in colloquial language. Many cultures have different way of categorizing 

the body, for instance a difference in a partonomy or a hierarchy. A hierarchy in the body part 

categorization system can be seen when one location on the body is given several terms that are 

seemingly different in their definition. For example the area that is considered the elbow is also 

considered to be part of the arm, which means that there is a hierarchy. One location is both part 

of a larger unit, for example arm, and a smaller unit, for example elbow, and thus the hierarchy 

arm>elbow arises.  However, while there may be a widely used common hierarchy that appears 

"natural", it is still a hierarchy, not the hierarchy. Many languages do not have the same 

hierarchy or partonomy which could mean that there is more than one natural division of body 

parts. In view of this phenomenon, it is of interest to study the categorization of body parts 

among monolingual and bilingual speakers, in particular among those speaking English and 

Russian.  

It may be that the L1 (the first language an individual acquires) of a bilingual speaker influences 

their L2 (the second language an individual learns). This has been discussed widely, for instance 

by Guo and Liu (1997), Wang and Wen (2002) and Elston-Güttler, Paulmann and Kotz (2005). 

They all found that there may be a strong influence of the L1 on the way the L2 is used by 

bilingual individuals. However, in certain tasks this influence may be reduced. For instance, 

Wang and Wen (2002) found that an individual is more likely to depend on the L1 in narrative 

tasks and the L2 in activities that involve examining. 

Additional studies have been conducted on the differences in semantic categorization and the 

effects of bilingualism between certain languages. However, the effects of Russian-English 

bilingualism have not been examined in regard to the categorization of human body parts. How 

do English and Russian speakers categorize the body, and what are the systematic differences 

between them? Beyond differences in segmentation of the body, are there also differences in the 

hierarchical categorization of the body into part-whole relationships? Do English and Russian 

have different categorization systems, including hierarchies, or do they follow the universal 

hierarchy proposed by Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988)? 
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Lastly, we examine the differences existing between the individuals speaking English, Russian or 

both languages. We tested this effect using the concepts of ARM and LEG, and  the related 

smaller segments found within the same boundaries of human body. It is difficult to assume that 

both ARM and LEG are universal concepts, however in the case of English and Russian ARM 

and LEG do seem to be cross-linguistically valid. Native English and Russian speakers were 

asked at the beginning of our study in order to obtain colloquial terms for body parts and they 

implied that the two languages use different semantic systems. However, according to some 

linguists such as Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988) the two languages have similar 

hierarchies. For instance, the HAND is part of the ARM both in English and in Russian. It was 

interesting to find out whether the intuitive categorization of the native speakers is indeed 

different or if the two languages share common semantic system for categorizing body parts.  

In total, this thesis considers one general problem. What happens when an individual must use  

two semantic systems, having their own semantic categorizations? How does being bilingual 

affect semantic categorization? This is a broad  question, and hopefully our work can shed new 

light on it.  

Every section of this work presents a separate topic, beginning with the literary background and 

previous research, followed by our results.  

2. Method of semantic research 
The aim of this study is to examine the semantic categorization of monolingual English speakers 

and monolingual and bilingual Russian speakers. Online questionnaires were chosen as the main 

method of obtaining information as it allows a large amount of informants to be consulted within 

the time frame and monetary restrictions of this study. Crowd sourcing elicitation methods have 

been widely discussed, and have proven to be viable and efficient approaches for gathering data 

in some domains (Beekhuizen and Stevenson 2015).   

Initially, a pilot questionnaire was conducted to see which questions acquired the most 

information regarding body part naming in English and Russian. From the very beginning it was 

important to limit the amount of responses to something that could be done in a reasonable 

amount of time for a volunteer participant. In order to make sure that only colloquial words were 

used it was crucial that the participants were not allowed to answer the questions in a free form. 

Furthermore, a free form could produce results in a very large variety of terms that would have 

been difficult to classify. An additional reason for this choice of the question form is the time 

constraint. It would not have been possible to sort through a large variety of responses given the 

existing time restrictions for our work. For this reason a yes/no format questionnaire was chosen. 

In the yes/no format each question shows a picture of a body part, namely either an arm or a leg 

with a red dot placed at one location. The question asks whether the red dot is located on the __ 

(each question asks a different word). Given the yes/no format, the results are more likely to be 
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consistent. Thus a yes/no approach was employed to ensure that the responses apply to colloquial 

terms rather than medical terms as in case of overenthusiastic participants. 

In asking questions non-linguistic stimuli are preferred as they allow the same stimuli to be used 

regardless of the language being tested. Non-linguistic stimuli are also suitable for semantic 

typology as they allow cross-linguistic testing without influence of any language. Thus stimuli 

were chosen in the form of a red dot on a body part. The red dots showed the locations of the 

phrases being tested and these locations in turn could be combined to create a larger image of 

body part categorization, including hierarchies. An example of the stimuli can be seen in Fig. 1.   

 

Figure 1: Example of stimuli 

After getting experience with the pilot version the working questionnaire was devised to collect 

data. This questionnaire was composed online using Google Forms 

(http://www.google.com/intl/sv/forms/about/), and the URL was distributed to the participants. 

The questionnaire consists of 64 questions in the English version and 76 questions in the Russian 

counterpart. The amount of questions varies because English seems to have fewer colloquial 

terms for body parts than Russian. The colloquial terms were found by checking frequency 

dictionaries and talking with consultants. The structure of the composed questionnaire is the 

same for the English and the Russian version. 

In the first part of the questionnaire, the questions show pictures of  body parts, namely either an 

arm or a leg with a red dot located at one location. Each question asks whether the red dot is 

located on a specific body part and each question asks for a different location. Some questions 

are very clear and it was not expected that anyone would find the question ambiguous (such as 

elbow). Other questions have a clear negative answer as to ensure that the participants are aware 
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that they are allowed to answer no, such as asking whether the wrist is located on an area closer 

to the elbow.  

The pictures used are based on the "Evolution of Semantic Systems Procedures Manual" (Majid , 

Jordan and Dunn, 2009). Similar pictures were created, including a picture of an arm, leg and 

foot (see Appendix for reproductions of all stimuli). The words included in the questionnaire 

were obtained through literature, data personal choice and interviews with native speakers. Some 

images show larger body parts while other images show the body part in closer perspective in 

order to be able to study the target words, i.e. for those that could only be seen up either close or 

further away. 

The second part of the questionnaire is comprised of biographical and sociolinguistic questions, 

which are based on Majid, Jordan and Dunn's Procedures Manual Version 2.0 (2011). This 

includes queries regarding age, gender, occupation, places where the informants grew up and 

other languages spoken (besides the language used in their childhood) (Appendix 3 and 4). 

Questions regarding the education are also asked and the participants are asked to rate their other 

languages (besides the language used in the questionnaire). The questions regarding what 

languages were spoken since childhood are important because they allow the answers to be 

sorted into monolinguals and bilinguals with a specific L1. Questions regarding speaking any 

other languages provide the opportunity to select monolingual speakers and bilingual speakers 

that only speak the languages being studied in this thesis. Other questions are not studied in this 

thesis, such as the occupation of the participants, however these questions allow the focus to be 

taken away from the language aspect and hopefully minimize the suspicion of what is being 

studied. 

The participants were found through sharing the questionnaire online on social media platforms 

and through personal social contact. There were no restrictions as to who could participate as 

long as they spoke the chosen languages. Response rates to the questionnaire were unexpectedly 

high, particularly for the Russian language questionnaire. 1643 Russian speakers and 141 

English speakers participated in total. It is difficult to speculate as to why this occurred. The 

questionnaires were spread mainly with the help of social media. Perhaps the nature and 

popularity of the social media affected the amount of participants. If the social media website 

used was more popular in Russia then this could have influenced the results. Besides, the 

interests of the social media websites may be different in diverse countries which also affects as 

to whether people are willing to participate in an academia-oriented questionnaire (for instance if 

the social media is image-oriented, academia-oriented or news-oriented depending on the 

country). 

The age distribution of the monolingual participants and the bilingual participants in the English 

questionnaire can be seen in Figure 2 as well as the participants who were not included in the 

study due to speaking languages other than English and Russian. The peak age for the 

monolinguals was in the 50s and in the 30s for the bilinguals. There were few people older than 
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60 who participated. The majority of the participants were older than 19 while the oldest 

participant was 77 years old. The median age in the English questionnaire was 43. 

 

Figure 2: English monolingual, bilingual and excluded participants' age distribution 

Figure 3 separately shows the age distribution for the monolingual and the bilingual participants 

in the Russian questionnaire as well as the participants who were excluded due to speaking 

languages other than English and Russian. The peak age for the monolinguals participants was in 

the late 40s and for the bilingual participants it was in the late 30s. The youngest participant was 

12 years old, which is older than in the English questionnaire. The oldest participant is 81 which 

is also older than the participants of the English questionnaire. However, the median age is 38 

years old, which is younger than the English questionnaire average age. 
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Figure 3: Russian monolingual, bilingual and excluded participants' age distribution 

Figure 4 displays the gender distribution among monolingual, bilingual and excluded participants 

in the English questionnaire. The results showed a majority of women in the monolingual 

distribution and an equal amount of  men and women for the bilinguals. Since there were no 

limitations to who could participate this result may in fact portray a cultural phenomenon, that 

monolingual women are more willing to participate in such studies. It may also show that 

monolingual women have a greater level of participation in social media than monolingual men. 

However, the bilingual showed that men and women have an equal presence on social media and 

are equally willing to participate in such studies. 
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Figure 4: Gender distribution in English questionnaire among monolinguals, bilinguals and excluded participants 

Figure 5 shows the gender distribution among monolingual, bilingual and excluded Russian 

participants. Once again more women participated than men. However, as opposed to the English 

questionnaire, more women participated both in the monolingual and the bilingual categories. As 

the results of gender distribution are similar for the English and Russian it may be that it is a 

phenomenon driven by some factor rather than a accidental occurrence. As previously discussed, 

it may depend on the presence on social media or the willingness to participate. Either way it 

appears to be a phenomenon found in two different cultures. 
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Figure 5: Gender distribution in Russian questionnaire among monolinguals, bilinguals and excluded participants 

Due to the high rates of response it was possible to restrict the analysis to monolinguals and 

bilinguals fulfilling strict selection criteria. The monolinguals include the participants that stated 

that they do not speak any other language than their L1 while the bilinguals stated that they 

spoke both English and Russian with high proficiency. Thus the bilinguals in this study are 

mainly sequential bilinguals as they learned English later on in life, for example at school. 

Overall, this thesis includes 54 monolingual English speakers, 198 monolingual Russian 

speakers, 26 bilingual Russian speakers who answered the English questionnaire and 201 

bilingual Russian speakers who answered the Russian questionnaire. 

It is also important to describe the target groups that are considered in this thesis. As  mentioned 

before, there are four groups, two of which are monolingual and two bilingual. Both the English 

and the Russian monolinguals are participants who answered that they do not speak any language 

besides English or Russian in the questionnaire. It may very well be that they speak a word or 

two of another language, however it should not be enough to influence their L1. The bilinguals 

who answered the English questionnaire spoke English fluently and also spoke Russian from 

their childhood, which means that even if they did not speak English from their childhood there 

could still be an influence of L1 and L2 on each other. Lastly, the bilinguals who answered the 

Russian questionnaire all spoke Russian from their childhood and some also spoke English from 

a young age. While the majority of the bilinguals did not speak English from their childhood 

they still all rated their English skills as 4 or 5 out of 5. This may mean that if there are L2 

effects on L1, then the competence of these L2 speakers should be high enough to show it. 
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2. 1 Ethical aspects 

The instructions at the beginning of the questionnaire stated that participation was completely 

voluntary and could be stopped at any point. Furthermore all of the data recorded was 

anonymous.  

3. General body part categorization 

Let us begin by considering general, universal human body part categorization and how the body 

is perceived across cultures. According to several linguists such as Palmer (1977), Marr (1982) 

and Hoffman & Richards (1984), the human body as a semantic domain is split into further, 

smaller domains, thus creating a partonomy. It is likely that humans do this because of survival 

demands, such as eating with the mouth and taking with hands (Shelton, Fouch and Caramazza, 

1998. p. 348).  

Perhaps this division of the human body is so innate that it can even be found among infants. 

Meltzoff and Moore (1977) write that the division of the body is so instinctive that humans can 

copy gestures after only a few weeks. This in turn suggests "an innate ability to perceive and 

interpret body parts" (Majid, 2010, p. 58). We can question whether this means that there are 

certain body parts that are universal. However, this has been countered by Oostenbroek, 

Suddendorf, Nielsen, Redshaw, Kennedy-Costantini, Davis, Clark, and Slaughter (2016) who 

have not found that infants consistently copy gestures.  

Andersen (1978) writes that the body is split into domains by visual signals. This means that we 

often categorize the domains based on visual cues such as joints. Furthermore, this seems to 

imply that there is a certain hierarchy in the body part system. If in fact we do split the body into 

smaller domains, it would stand to reason that the larger segments are higher in the hierarchy 

while smaller segments are lower in the hierarchy, as they may be part of the larger segments 

(Majid, 2010, p. 59). Majid suggests that in the hierarchy the highest level would be the whole 

body, followed by the head, trunk, arms and legs as the next level. These in turn would be 

divided into smaller sections (Majid, 2010, p. 59). According to Majid (2010), there are several 

different partonomies. These systems depend on different sensory input, such as visual, 

somatosensory or motor (Majid, 2010, p. 60). Furthermore Bermudez (1998, p. 156) argues that 

joints are common markers of division into segments, where the area between joints are defined 

as one body part.  

In total, this information could suggest that universal body segments exist, as stated by Andersen 

(1978). However, this seems not to always be the case. Majid (2010) examines whether every 

level of the hierarchy has a term and finds that there are many exceptions. Firstly, it is proposed 

that the term body is the first level in the hierarchy. Yet not all languages have a term for the 

concept body (Majid, 2010, p. 62). The next level of the hierarchy includes terms for the head, 

trunk, arms and legs which according to Tversky (1989) is the most basic level and thus the most 

prominent. However, Burenhult (2006) presents Jahai (an Aslian language found in Malaysia), 

which lacks a specific term for the head, while Terrill (2006) presents Lavukaleve (a Papuan 
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language found in the Solomon Islands) which has one term that includes both the arms and the 

legs. This too contradicts Andersen (1978) who stated that all languages have different terms for 

the arms and legs. The third level that Majid (2010) mentions includes concept such as the hand, 

upper-arm, lower-arm, upper-leg and lower-leg, head, trunk, arms and legs as the next level. 

These in turn are divided into smaller sections (Majid, 2010, p. 65). However, once again terms 

for these body parts are not universal, as Majid (2010) argues that hand in English is not always 

considered to be part of the arm (though sometimes it is included). So it would seem that no 

universal categories for body part terms can be found. Majid (2010) states that "it is an empirical 

question as to what extent perceptual boundaries constrain the reference of body part words 

across languages" (Majid, 2010, p. 65). So while body part terms may not be universal, there can 

still be certain tendencies. Majid (2010) also discusses the term arm in Dutch, Japanese and 

Indonesian. These three languages include different segments in arm. For example, Japanese 

does not include hand in the term arm, while only half of the Dutch speakers include the hand.  

Majid (2010) argues that the "granularity and depth of naming of body parts differ across 

languages, with perception helping to provide constraints on the precise reference of the terms" 

and that "members of each language community must learn a system that in part is grounded in 

perception and in part is a function of local interpretation" (Majid, 2010, p. 69). This means that 

the differences in culture may contribute to differences in categorization of the body while some 

universal influences can also be found. 

4. General body part categorization in the English system 

4.1 Chosen words 

The partonomies presented by Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988) are examined further in 

our work because of their significance and importance. Firstly, it was interesting to inspect 

whether English and Russian speakers include different segments in the body part definitions. 

Secondly, it was intriguing to explore whether the descriptive hierarchies differ in these two 

languages or if they follow the proposed hierarchies of Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988). 

Lastly, it was intriguing to see how these possible differences are affected when an individual 

speaks both English and Russian. I decided to test this with the concepts arm and leg, as well as 

the smaller segments found within the same body boundaries.  

In this thesis the words for two body limbs were studied: arm and leg. They were chosen because 

of the assumption that English and Russian have a different categorization for body parts and 

thus different hierarchies.  

In English the following words were considered: arm, hand, wrist, shoulder, elbow, leg, thigh, 

shin, foot, sole, heel, ankle and knee. Categorization of the body parts corresponding to these 

English terms was extensively compared in Majid’s 2010 "Words for parts of the body", where it 

was shown that these categories seem not to be universal and in fact do not exist in all languages. 

Some languages have these words, however they sort them into different hierarchies. This 
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difference seems to be the case in English and Russian and can therefore present an interesting 

topic for exploration. In particular, English monolinguals and Russian monolinguals seem to 

interpret different body parts in diverse ways. The latter could mean that English and Russian 

sort body parts into different partonomies.  

Several other words were also added to the list even though they might seem obvious (such as 

wrist, shoulder and elbow). These words pose easier questions to answer for the participants 

while also defining the boundaries of larger body domains and the place of contact between 

larger body parts (such as the contact point between leg and foot). 

4. 2 The English hierarchy system 

According to Andersen (1978, p. 347) there is a universal hierarchy of human body part 

categorization. The relation arm>hand>finger/palm is valid in English, which is the language her 

theory relies on. However, she mentions that while some languages may describe the leg as the 

area from the thigh to the toes, other languages describe it as from the thigh to the ankle 

(Andersen, 1978, p. 351). It would be intriguing to check whether this applies to English. 

Andersen also notes that longer parts of the body are more prominent in the process of 

categorizing different parts (Andersen, 1978, p. 363) which would apply to the arms and legs. 

Majid (2010) also confirms that the body is structured hierarchically, with the hierarchy moving 

from body > arm > hand > fingers as presented by Langacker (1988). Both of these authors 

observe the hierarchy of arm>hand. However, as we shall see further, the results of our study do 

not agree with some of these statements.  

4.2.1 Results of hierarchy among English monolinguals 

The hierarchies for monolingual English speakers were determined from the raw data in 

Appendix 1. The majority of the results are displayed in a pictorial form. The ratio of the 

collected yes/no answers was calculated for each location of red dot on a body part. Then these 

ratios were placed on the red dots of the body parts in order to create maps of the results that can 

be compared both visually and numerically. The ratio of yes no answers is shown for every dot 

and the number of the question in the questionnaire can be found in the brackets (see appendix 

for complete questionnaire). 
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1. "Is the red dot located on the arm?" and "Is the red dot located on the elbow?" 

 

Figure 6: Hierarchy of arm > elbow 

The first found hierarchy refers to arm and elbow (Fig. 6).   

1. arm > elbow 

This hierarchy can be identified in the following way: if we look at the ratios of yes answers for 

the smaller area, for example the elbow, we can see that the area that was considered the elbow 

was also considered to be part of the arm. This means that this one area was considered to be 

both the arm and the elbow. However, these two levels are not the same as the arm area is much 

larger than the elbow area. This means that the elbow is part of the arm, that is to say a small 

portion of the much larger area. According to Andersen (1978) and Majid (2010) the hierarchy of 

the body is usually made up of larger parts being split into smaller units and this assumption is 

further employed in our work. 

Five hierarchies were also found for the leg body part that are illustrated by the ratios of yes/no 

answers in the corresponding Figures 7–11. The questions asked for each image is presented 

above the figures. 

2. "Is the red dot located on the leg?" and "Is the red dot located on the thigh?" 

 

Figure 7: Hierarchy of leg > thigh 
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3. "Is the red dot located on the leg?" and "Is the red dot located on the shin?" 

 

Figure 8: hierarchy of leg > shin 

4. "Is the red dot located on the leg?" and "Is the red dot located on the knee?" 

 

Figure 9: Hierarchy of leg > knee 

5. "Is the red dot located on the foot?" and "Is the red dot located on the sole?" 

 

Figure 10: Hierarchy of foot > sole 
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6. "Is the red dot located on the foot?" and "Is the red dot located on the heel?" 

 

Figure 11: Hierarchy of foot > heel 

The six structures considered demonstrate simple two-part hierarchies that could not be 

combined into larger chains. Previous published results such as Andersen (1978) and Langacker 

(1988) observed several other hierarchically related terms. Some of those hierarchies (like arm 

and shoulder, arm and hand, arm and wrist, hand and wrist, leg and ankle, leg and foot, foot and 

ankle) do not follow from our observations. Our results suggest that monolingual English 

speakers do not consider the foot to be part of the leg and the hand not to be part of the arm, 

though several sources have stated otherwise (Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988)). The 

ankle seemed also to be the border part and was not included in the hierarchy of leg or foot. 

4.3 Ambiguity of body part categorization among English monolinguals 

Andersen (1978) and Bermudez (1998) argue that body parts are often divided into categories at 

the joints. While these joints play an important role in categorization we can ask ourselves 

whether joints are included in a larger category. Liston (1972 p. 330) states that joints are part of 

the larger unit as seen by the hierarchy structure. However, as we saw in the previous chapter of 

the thesis, wrist and ankle were not part of the corresponding limb hierarchy for English 

monolinguals. Some light may be shed on this by addressing the ambiguity of the terms 

considered. 

The ambiguous results are found for the body areas where there was split type of responses (see 

Appendix 1). Many questions had a clear yes or no majority of the respondents who answered 

either yes or no. However, for some questions there was no such majority and the answers 

fluctuated between 39% and 57%. These are the areas of ambiguity. These areas are interesting 

because they show where the seemingly stable semantic categorization system becomes unclear 

even for native monolingual speakers.  

The next section presents the results of the ambiguity found in this study for the monolinguals 

English speakers.  
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4.3.1 Cases of ambiguity among body part categorization 

The results of the questionnaire showed several instances of ambiguity in the labeling of 

semantic categories. The majority of the words were labeled with certainty and had a very high 

percentage of agreement. However, the ratios of yes to no forfive questions (out of 57) ranged 

between 39% and 57% (questions 10, 32, 34, 39 and 56, see Appendix 1). The words that were 

ambiguous are shin, hand, ankle and foot. This also shows that ambiguity and low agreement do 

not seem to depend on a single word. However, if we observe the images at Figure 12 we can see 

that there might be a pattern.  

 

Figure 12: Ambiguity among monolingual English speakers 

The three images in Figure 12 show that the points of ambiguity for monolingual English 

speakers is apparently located around joint areas. In the hierarchy results we could see that the 

boundaries between leg/foot and arm/hand are located around these areas. The literature data of 

Majid (2010) also show that areas of ambiguity are located around the areas (i.e. joints) that 

divide the limbs into separate categories. They are ambiguous in their definition as they are a 

dividing body part that does not belong to the partonomy, thus leaning them outside the body 

part hierarchy. 

4.4 Treatment of homologous body parts among English monolinguals 

We also examined the homology of different body parts. According to Wagner (1989) homology 

is the relation between two body parts that are similar due to evolutionary origin. Wagner 

presents the example of a cow's eye and a fish's eye, which are homologous to each other but not 

to a squid's eye (Wagner, 1989, p. 51). A squid’s eye is not homologous because, despite being 

superficially similar, it is the result of a different evolutionary pathway. We can then compare 

this to the arms and legs. According to Milne (2007, p. 3), the wrist and ankle are homologous 

biologically and they are similarly structured. When it comes to linguistics, some languages even 

have the same name for wrist and ankle, as shown in Liston's work regarding Serbo-Croatian 

(1972). Visually they also seem to correspond to each other as they both are located on the area 
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that separates the long part of the limb from the shorter extension, which is Majid's criteria 

(2010). We can then ask ourselves whether this is actually the case in body part categorization 

and whether we can treat these joints the same.  

In our results homology can be seen when two corresponding body parts are treated in the same 

way. We focused on the wrists and the ankles, which are body parts with very similar functions. 

The reason for choosing wrists and ankles is that they were categories with interesting results for 

all of the participating groups. Clearly some languages give homologous parts the same name, 

such as Serbo-Croatian (Liston 1972). However, English has different names for wrists and 

ankles, which means that they are not given the same label. Are these two joints treated the same 

within the partonomy? It would stand to reason that because the body parts are homologous, they 

could be treated the same. The following section presents the results of the homology found 

between wrists and ankles for the monolingual English speakers.  

4.4.1 Cases of homology among English monolingual speakers 

The results of this thesis showed that monolingual English speakers treated wrists and ankles 

similarly in the partonomy. Though the two joints are given different labels they are both not 

considered to be part of the larger hierarchy by the majority of the participants. The wrist was not 

chosen as part of the hand by the majority of the participants, though 46% of the informants did 

consider the wrist to be part of the arm (Fig. 13).  

Similarly the ankle was not chosen as part of the foot or the leg though 50% of the informants 

did consider the ankle to be part of the foot (Fig. 14). This shows that wrist and ankle are treated 

in the same way within the body part hierarchy as neither of them is considered to be part of it.   

Figure 13: Homology among monolingual English speakers for arm, hand and wrist 
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Figure 14: Homology among monolingual English speakers for leg, foot and ankle 

5. General body part characterization in the Russian system 

5.1 Chosen words 

In Russian the following words were considered: плечо "?shoulder", нога "?leg", рука "?arm", 

бедро "?thigh", стопа "?foot", локоть "?elbow", ляжка "?thigh", лодыжка "?ankle", носок 

"?toes and foot until arch", ступня "?foot", кисть "?hand", колено "?knee", голень "?shin", 

запястье "?wrist" and пятка "?heel". The translations of the words are approximate translations 

as the empirical results override the English translations. These words were chosen because they 

corresponded to the same body parts as the ones studied in the English questionnaire. Thus while 

they refer to the same location on the body, the categorization may be different. The number of 

Russian words is higher than the amount of English words. This is partly because there are 

several ways to express one location (for example there are two words for thigh: ляжка "thigh" 

and бедро "thigh") and partly because there seems to be some ambiguity regarding several 

locations and exactly which words are to be used for the given location. As this ambiguity is also 

interesting all of the possible words were included. Moreover there are certain Russian words 

that do not exist in English, such as носок which translates as "sock" and according to the 

Russian consultants includes the toes and the adjoining part of the foot until the arch. The arch 

and the rest of the foot is not part of the носок. 

In order to make sure that all of these words are colloquial and not medical a frequency 

dictionary was consulted. According to Sharoff, Wilson and Umanskaya (2013, p. 142) several 

of these words are high frequency: нога "?leg", рука "?arm", плечо "?shoulder", колено 

"?knee", бедро "?thigh", локоть "?elbow", кисть "?hand" and пятка "?heel". High frequency 

words usually correspond to colloquial, non-specialist terms. Several people with Russian as L1 

were asked regarding the remaining words, and these words were also categorized as colloquial 

by the consultants.  
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5.2 The Russian hierarchy system 

As mentioned in Section 4.2 regarding monolingual English speakers, Andersen (1978, p. 347) 

states that there is a universal hierarchy: arm > hand > finger/palm. This hierarchy is based on 

many languages, among which are both English and Russian. This means that the hierarchy 

should apply for Russian. Other literature regarding leg hierarchies in Russian could not be 

found. The following section presents the hierarchies found among the monolingual Russian 

speakers. 

5.2.1 Results of hierarchy among Russian monolinguals 

The results for the Russian monolinguals showed existence of nine  hierarchies. The first one is 

between the arm and elbow (Fig. 15). 

1. Находится ли красная точка на руке? "?Is the red dot located on the arm?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на локте? "?Is the red dot located on the elbow?" 

 

Figure 15: Hierarchy of рука "?arm" > локоть "?elbow" 

The images again show the ratios of yes/no answers for the locations of specific red dots. The red 

dots are combined into a hierarchy in such a way that if we look at the ratio of the smaller area, 

for example локоть "?elbow" in Figure 15, we can see that the area that was considered the 

elbow was also considered to be part of the рука "?arm". This means that this one area was 

considered to be both the arm and the elbow. Still these two levels are not equivalent as the arm 

area is much larger than the elbow area.  

Figures 16–23 show eight other hierarchies found among monolingual Russian participants.  
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2. Находится ли красная точка на руке? "?Is the red dot located on the arm?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? "?Is the red dot located on the hand?" 

 

Figure 16: Hierarchy of рука "?arm" > кисть "?hand" 

3. Находится ли красная точка на руке? "?Is the red dot located on the arm?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на запястье? "?Is the red dot located on the wrist?" 

 

Figure 17: Hierarchy of рука "?arm" > запястье "?wrist" 
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4. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на бедре? "?Is the red dot located on the thigh?" 

 

Figure 18: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> бедро "?thigh" 

5. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на колене? "?Is the red dot located on the knee?" 

 

Figure 19: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> колено "?knee" 
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6. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на голени? "?Is the red dot located on the shin?" 

 

Figure 20: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> голень "?shin" 

7. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на лодыжке? "?Is the red dot located on the ankle?" 

 

Figure 21: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> лодыжка "?ankle" 
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8. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?" and 

Находится ли красная точка на ляжке? "?Is the red dot located on the thigh?" 

 

 

Figure 22: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> ляжка "?thigh" 

9. Находится ли красная точка на ноге? "?Is the red dot located on the leg?", Находится 

ли красная точка на стопе? "?Is the red dot located on the foot?", Находится ли 

красная точка на ступне? "?Is the red dot located on the foot?", Находится ли красная 

точка на носке? "?Is the red dot located on the toes and foot until arch?" and Находится 

ли красная точка на пятке? "?Is the red dot located on the heel?" 

 

Figure 23: Hierarchy of нога "?leg"> стопа / ступня "?foot"> носок "?toes and foot until arch" / пятка "?heel" 
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There is not a larger hierarchy for the limb arm because запястье "?wrist" was not part of 

кисть "?hand", which will be discussed Section 5.3. A longer hierarchy could be made for the 

limb leg, with three levels (Fig. 23). Hосок "?toes and foot until arch" and пятка "?heel" were 

written as one step because they were on the same level within the hierarchy and they both 

followed the same path and were included in the same upper levels.  

Cтопа "?foot" and ступня "?foot" were written as one level because they both showed signs of 

being part of нога "?leg" (Fig. 24). They referred to the same domain of the body, though 

according to the consultants that were interviewed at the beginning of our study they are 

differing body parts. 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? "?Is the red dot located on the foot?", Находится ли 

красная точка на ступне? "?Is the red dot located on the foot?" 

 

Figure 24: A comparison of cтопа "?foot" and ступня "?foot" 

Two expected hierarchies were not found for Russian monolinguals:  

(i) рука "?arm" and плечо "?shoulder" 

(ii) кисть "?hand" and запястье "?wrist" 

The latter finding is intriguing because according to Majid (2010) the shoulder should be part of 

the arm. Otherwise the results correlate to the theory presented by Andersen (1978, p. 347) 

which states that the universal hierarchy is arm > hand > finger / palm. It would be logical to 

extend this to the lower limb and assume that the hierarchy for the leg would be leg>foot>sole, 

which is exactly what we saw in Figure 23: нога"?leg">стопа/ ступня"?foot">носок"?toes and 

foot until arch" / пятка"?heel". 
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5.3 Ambiguity of body part categorization among Russian monolinguals 

Majid's (2010) analysis of joints can also apply to Russian. This analysis is considered to be a 

nearly universal division of the limbs into categories at joints. There are exceptions to this, but 

many languages still follow it.  

To remind the reader, ambiguity arises in the areas where there was no clear majority of 

responses. Appendix 2 shows that most of the questions had a clear answer where the majority of 

the respondents answered either yes or no. However, there were some questions where there was 

no such majority. These areas of ambiguity are interesting because the seemingly stable semantic 

categorization system becomes unclear there even for native monolingual speakers. The next 

section presents the ambiguity found among the monolingual Russian speakers. 

5.3.1 Cases of ambiguity among body part categorization 

The results of the Russian questionnaire showed several instances of ambiguity in the labeling of 

semantic categories. Like the English questionnaire, the majority of the words in the Russian 

questionnaire were labeled with certainty and had a very high percentage of agreement. Out of 

69 questions only 1 was ambiguous at 54%, namely the question that asked about the word  

кисть "?hand", where the red dot was located at the joint (Fig. 25).  

 

Figure 25: Ambiguous result for monolingual Russians 

The comparison of our results to the data of Bermudez (1998) shows once again that ambiguity 

is related to a joint. It is interesting to note that in the hierarchy кисть "?hand" was part of рука 

"?arm". However, запястье "?wrist" was part of рука "?arm" but not part of  кисть "?hand". 

Thus while both кисть "?hand" and запястье "?wrist" were categorized as part of рука "?arm", 

запястье "?wrist" was not considered part of the кисть "?hand" by monolingual Russian 

speakers.  

5.4 Treatment of homologous body parts among Russian monolinguals 

In our work the homology between wrists and ankles is examined through their treatment within 

the partonomy. Russian has two separate terms for запястье "?wrist" and лодыжка "?ankle". 
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This shows that Russian gives different labels to the joints even though they are biologically 

homologous. The question remains as to whether the homology of запястье "?wrist" and 

лодыжка "?ankle" is expressed through similar placement within the body part hierarchy. The 

following section presents the homology between wrists and ankles found among the 

monolingual Russian speakers. 

5.4.1 Cases of homology among Russian monolingual speakers 

Our results showed that monolingual Russian speakers treated wrists and ankles similarly within 

the partonomy. Лодыжка "?ankle" was considered part of the larger unit нога "?leg" and 

запястье "?wrist" was considered part of рука "?arm" (Fig. 26 and 27). So while Russian gives 

different labels to these homologous body parts, they are treated in the same way within the 

partonomy. 

 

Figure 26: Hierarchy of нога "?leg" and лодыжка "?ankle" 

 

 

Figure 27: Hierarchy of рука "?arm" and запястье "?wrist" 
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6. A comparison of English and Russian speaking monolinguals 
This section contains a comparison of the two monolingual groups with attention to the 

similarities and differences regarding the hierarchies, ambiguity and homology and their 

responses. 

6.1 A comparison of the hierarchies of English and Russian monolinguals 

The hierarchies are very important parts of the results as they show the basic structure and 

connections to other areas of the thesis. The monolingual English speakers and the monolingual 

Russian speakers displayed both similarities and differences in their hierarchies.  

The similarities in the two categories were the following (English translations of Russian terms 

are approximate). The hierarchies found among English monolinguals are to the right and the 

hierarchies found among Russian monolinguals are to the left. 

1. leg>thigh  and  нога "?leg"> бедро "?thigh"/ нога "?leg"> ляжка "?thigh" 

2. leg>shin and нога "?leg"> голень "?shin" 

3. leg>knee and нога "?leg"> колено "?knee" 

4. arm> elbow and рука "?arm" > локоть "?elbow" 

5. foot >heel and стопа / ступня "?foot"> "пятка "?heel" 

These five sequences showed that there was some similarity between the hierarchy of the 

monolingual English speakers and the monolingual Russian speakers. The Russian speakers 

showed that there seemed to be two words for thigh while only one colloquial word was used in 

the English questionnaire. Words such as knee and shin showed that in both English and Russian 

the leg is something that extends past the knee and shin. The same could be seen regarding arm 

and elbow as in both English and Russian we saw the arm's length extending past the elbow. 

The equivalent of some hierarchies were not found between English and Russian as they were 

only found in one of the two monolingual groups:  

English: 

1. foot >sole 

Russian: 

1. рука "?arm" > кисть "?hand" 

2. рука "?arm" > запястье "?wrist" 

3. нога "?leg"> стопа / ступня "?foot"> носок "?toes and foot until arch" / пятка "?heel" 

4. нога "?leg"> лодыжка "?ankle" 

These results may emerge because many of the terms are not directly translatable.  The author’s 

belief, based on native speaker competence, that стопа is equivalent to "sole" was not confirmed 

by the performance of the majority of the participants. This left an unfortunate gap in the 

stimulus materials. 
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Additionally we can see that there were four hierarchies found in Russian that were not found in 

English. This included that hand was part of  arm, wrist was part of arm, ankle was part of leg 

and that leg extended to foot and to toes/heel. This implies that the upper levels of the hierarchy 

in Russian extend further and cover more of the body than the corresponding terms in English. 

Some similarities could be found regarding the limitations of both English and Russian body part 

categorization. Speakers from neither language included the shoulder as part of the arm. This 

goes against Majid's results (2010) as those results show that the shoulder should be considered 

part of the arm. It may be the case that neither English or Russian included the shoulder in the 

hierarchy, though there may also be another reason. It could be that the red dot was placed too 

high in the picture for the participants to consider it part of the arm (Fig. 28). It may also be that 

the participants were biased by the lack of a full body context.  

 

Figure 28: Location of red dot for плечо "shoulder" / shoulder 

Neither language included the wrist as part of the hand, which was partly in agreement with 

Majid (2010). Majid (2010) shows that the wrist area varies across languages. Both English and 

Russian did not include it as part of the hand, though Russian included the wrist as part of the 

arm. The wrist may be an ambiguous area in both languages as will be discussed in the next 

section. 

6.2 Ambiguity among monolingual English and Russian participants 

Ambiguity can be seen in the results as the areas where there was no definitive majority of one 

type of response. Most of the questions had a clear answer where the majority of the respondents 

answered either yes or no. However, there were some questions where there was no such 

majority - these are the areas of ambiguity. 

There were no fully identical ambiguous terms in the English monolingual results and the 

Russian monolingual results. The word that was ambiguous in Russian is кисть "?hand" while 

the words that were ambiguous in English were hand, shin, ankle and foot. This may show that 
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specific areas of ambiguity are cultural rather than universal. Yet there seemed to be a more 

general pattern that could be common. The images (Fig. 12 and Fig. 25) show that while the 

words being asked about were different, the areas were actually quite similar. The areas of 

ambiguity were always located around joint areas, no matter if it was on the arm or leg. This 

coincides with Majid (2010) who states that we mainly separate the limbs into smaller categories 

at joints. If this is true (and the results of this work support it) then the question is how do we 

categorize the joints themselves. This may be a more general than cultural issue as both the 

English and Russian monolinguals did not categorize joints. They did categorize some joints, for 

example лодыжка "?ankle" was quite clearly categorized and put into a hierarchy by Russian 

monolinguals. Perhaps this means that while there are certain cultural variations, the trend of 

joints being difficult to place in a hierarchy is common. 

6.3 Treatment of homologous body parts among English and Russian 

monolinguals  

In our approach homology between ankles and wrists is examined through their treatment within 

the partonomy. The results showed that both the English monolingual speakers and the Russian 

monolingual speakers in general treat wrists and ankles similarly in regard to the body part 

hierarchy within the individual language. However, wrists and ankles were not treated the same 

across the languages. In English neither wrist nor ankle was considered to be part of arm and leg, 

while in Russian лодыжка "?ankle" was considered as part of нога "?leg" and запястье 

"?wrist" was considered as part of рука "?arm".  

This shows that wrists and ankles were treated the same in the partonomy for monolingual 

speakers within their language and this treatment was not identical in every language. Perhaps 

this means that while homologous body parts are treated the same among monolingual speakers, 

it is a cultural phenomenon rather than a universal one in the sense that the homology is 

expressed in the same way. Another reason may be that нога "?leg" and рука "?hand" do not end 

at лодыжка "?ankle" and запястье "?wrist" in Russian, whereas arm ends at wrist, leg ends at 

ankle in English. Since the limbs extend further in Russian than they do in English, they are 

more likely to include the body parts found within the boundaries. 

6.4 Bilinguals and the Russian questionnaire 
Ameel, Malt, Storms and Van Assche (2009) examine semantic convergence in bilingual 

speakers. According to the authors, if an individual speaks two languages from birth, their 

system may present language patterns that show that the two languages influence each other 

(Ameel et al., 2009, p. 271). The authors define the convergence "in the context of language 

contact in a bilingual’s mind [...] as the enhancement of inherent structural similarities in the two 

linguistic systems" (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 271). They say that convergence is a creation of a new 

system which possesses the qualities of both languages involved. While it may seem that this can 

lead to a loss of abilities, this in fact is not the case. In the bilingual system properties of the 

contributing languages are not lost. It is simply a new system, different from that of a 
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monolingual speaker, but not worse or less proficient (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 271). It is 

reasonable to think that one language may have a heavier influence in the linguistic system. It 

was found that one language may be dominant in the new system, for instance for creating 

boundaries between colours (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 271). This does not mean that the other 

language does not affect the system. Both languages can, for example, influence each other's 

semantic interpretations of certain categories, even though one language is dominant and sets the 

boundaries (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 271).   

Besides, Ameel et al. discuss two other concepts: category centers and category boundaries 

(Ameel et al., 2009, p. 272).  Category centers are high frequency items that are more stable. As 

such the category centers are less influenced by convergence. On the other hand, category 

boundaries are low frequency item which may be more influenced by convergence (Ameel et al., 

2009, p. 273).   

Ameel et al. (2009) ran several studies to determine whether there are differences between the 

categorization by monolingual versus bilingual speakers. They focused on different kinds of 

containers. All in all they found that categories found among simultaneous bilingual speakers 

seem to be less complex than those found among monolingual speakers. This in turn suggests 

that bilingual speakers use fewer features to differentiate diverse categories than monolingual 

speakers. They proposed then that this may mean that "language specificities of both languages 

are poorly encoded in memory, resulting in less complex categories for bilinguals as compared to 

monolinguals" (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 282). They  have also found that a single bilingual speaker 

has more similar category centers in the two languages than two monolingual speakers in each of 

the languages (Ameel et al., 2009, p. 288). This could mean that the two languages affect each 

other in the bilingual system given that the results differ from those of monolingual speakers. 

Athanasopoulos (2007, p. 698) state that bilinguals may have "different mental representations of 

the world" in regard to object categorization in comparison to monolinguals. This may depend on 

a variety of factors such as grammatical categories. As with Ameel et al. (2009) this shows that 

bilinguals and monolinguals should present different body part categories. 

It is interesting to see whether this applies to the results of this thesis since our bilinguals are 

sequential. It would stand to reason that the body parts found among both types of bilingual 

speakers are differently categorized than those found among monolingual speakers. 

7. A comparison of the Russian monolinguals and bilinguals 
The bilinguals considered in this part are sequential bilinguals. They have Russian as their L1 

and are proficient in English according to their own rating (all of the participants rated their 

English skills as 4 or 5 out of 5, see Appendix 3 and 4 for full question).  
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7.1 Hierarchies among Russian monolinguals and bilinguals 
The hierarchies found for the bilingual Russian speakers were nearly identical to those found for 

the monolingual Russian speakers, though there was small variation in the percentage of answers 

(see Appendix 2). These hierarchies included: 

1. рука "?arm" > локоть "?elbow" 

2. рука "?arm" > кисть "?hand" 

3. рука "?arm" > запястье "?wrist" 

4. нога "?leg"> бедро "?thigh" 

5. нога "?leg"> колено "?knee" 

6. нога "?leg"> голень "?shin" 

7. нога "?leg"> лодыжка "?ankle" 

8. нога "?leg"> ляжка "?thigh" 

9. нога "?leg"> стопа / ступня "?foot"> носок "?toes and foot until arch" / пятка "?heel" 

There could be several reasons for why the hierarchies were not different between the Russian 

monolinguals and bilinguals. Firstly, we can expect that bilinguals use both languages in their 

systems. It does not mean that these languages have the same influence or are used in identical 

ways. Ameel et al. (2009) say that one language may be more dominant and thus the person 

draws more influence from it. This language is not dominant in all categories and the other 

language still influences the system. However, this explanation may be unlikely for this thesis as 

the results were practically identical for the monolingual and bilingual Russian participants. 

The second reason for similarity of hierarchies may be related to how centers and boundaries are 

perceived. Ameel et al. (2009) mention that the centers of categories are not heavily influenced 

by convergence as they have higher frequency. The boundaries on the other hand are influenced 

by convergence because they have lower frequency and are less stable. The explanation of the 

hierarchy results may be that the images in questionnaire presented high frequency words with 

centralized locations. This will be discussed further in the discussion of ambiguity (Section 7.2) 

as previously it was shown that edges of the body part categories were joints which were also 

more ambiguous in the answers. This may also mean that ambiguous categories are intrinsically 

less stable due to their lower frequency. Moreover, perhaps since joints are the boundaries of 

body part categories they are also more prone to L2 influence. 

The frequency of рука "?arm", кисть "?hand", нога "?leg", стопа "?foot", ступня "?foot", 

запястье "?wrist", лодыжка "?ankle" and плечо "?shoulder" can be viewed on Google NGram 

Viewer (Google NGram Viewer Online resource 1) (Fig. 29). It shows that запястье "?wrist", 

стопа "?foot", ступня "?foot" and лодыжка "?ankle" are the lowest frequency terms. This 

means that these words should be more likely to be influenced by convergence due to their low 

frequency.  
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Figure 29: Google NGram Viewer results for рука "?arm", кисть "?hand", нога "?leg", стопа "?foot", ступня "?foot", 
запястье "?wrist", лодыжка "?ankle" and плечо "?shoulder" 

The third reason for the hierarchy results may be that the bilingual participants are not absolute 

bilinguals. In Ameel's et al. (2009) study the bilinguals spoke two languages from infancy. Most 

of the bilingual participants in our work did not speak English from infancy but rather learned it 

later in life, for example at school. There were some participants that spoke both Russian and 

English from infancy but they were not the majority. Thus it could be that the English language 

does not influence the system as heavily as Russian and consequently the results do not reflect 

the influence of English. This problem was kept in mind  from the start and in order to reduce its 

effect only participants who rated their English skills as 4 or 5 were counted. However, for both 

languages to influence the semantic system of the individual they perhaps need to be spoken 

from a very young age rather than simply be used  proficiently.  

7.2 Ambiguity among Russian monolinguals and bilinguals 

Ambiguity of the results are the responses did not provide a clear majority towards the positive 

or negative answers. The areas of word ambiguity are interesting because they show where the 

stable semantic categorization system becomes unclear even for native speakers.  

As with the hierarchy results, no differences were found between the monolingual and the 

bilingual Russian speakers. The only ambiguous results were found for the word кисть "?hand". 

This word became more ambiguous for the bilinguals with the percentage between yes-no split 

being 50% -50% whereas it was split 54%-46% for the monolinguals. In contrast to Ameel et al. 

(2009) we observe no influence of convergence, that is to say a semantic system relying on both 

the L1 and the L2. As these are ambiguous answers they should be more susceptible to influence 

of the L2. The results of the bilinguals were very close to the Russian monolinguals and not close 

to the English monolinguals. This means that even though кисть "?hand" was a low frequency 

item it was still not affected by the L2 and was close to the L1. 
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7.3 Treatment of homologous body parts among Russian monolinguals and 

bilinguals 

In our work the homology between wrists and ankles is examined to see whether they are treated 

in the same way within the partonomy. As seen in the body part hierarchy, the bilingual Russian 

participants had the same results for the homologous body parts as the monolingual participants. 

Both the monolingual Russian speakers and the bilingual Russian speakers treated wrists and 

ankles as part of the partonomy. Лодыжка "?ankle" was considered to be the part of the larger 

unit нога "?leg" and запястье "?wrist" was considered as part of рука "?arm". 

The overall results showed that the bilinguals that participated in questionnaire were not heavily 

influenced by the L2 since the bilingual Russian speakers gave the same answers as the 

monolingual Russian speakers. It is most likely that the L2 influence was not strong enough to be 

evident in the results. This is why it does not seem that the issue was solely that Russian was the 

dominant language or that only the body centers were included in the study. If that were the case 

then the ambiguous part would have most likely displayed the influences of the English L2 as 

they were low frequency items. According to Ameel et al. (2009) even though Russian may be 

the dominant language English should still influence the speakers. It may be that the influences 

were simply not noticeable though it is more likely that the participants did not experience the 

influence of their English L2 because it did not heavily affect their system. This may depend on 

the age of acquisition, as the majority of the participants did not write English as a language that 

they spoke from childhood. It may also be that they did not experience English extensively on an 

everyday basis as the majority of the participants live in Russia. Even though they all rated their 

English skills as 4 or 5 out of 5, perhaps the fact that they do not use English at length still 

affects their systems.  

8. Comparison of English monolinguals and Russian bilinguals 

This section of the thesis compares the results of the English monolinguals with the results of the 

Russian bilinguals who answered the English questionnaire. As with the previous sections the 

main focus are hierarchies, the ambiguous areas and the homologous body parts. 

8.1 Hierarchy of English monolinguals and Russian bilinguals 
Several differences were found between the hierarchies of the monolingual English speakers and 

the Russian L2 English speakers. 

Firstly, we can see from Figure 30 that the bilingual Russian speakers labeled the hand as part of 

the arm in English. They also labeled the same location as the wrist and the hand, thus creating a 

hierarchy, which is not found for the monolingual English or Russian speakers. 
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Figure 30: Hierarchy of arm>hand>wrist among bilingual Russian speakers 

Figure 30 shows the ratios of yes/no answers in different locations which were then combined to 

create a map. A separate map was created for each body part term, which in were then combined 

to show the hierarchy found. The hierarchy can be seen as several different body part names that 

could be found at the same location.  

The monolingual English participants did not treat the hand as part of the arm while the bilingual 

Russian participants did categorize hand as part of arm in English. This shows a clear influence 

of the Russian L1 on the English L2 since the results for the bilingual Russian participants in the 

English questionnaire were closer to the monolingual Russian participants than the monolingual 

English participants. This is interesting because L2 learners are often explicitly instructed about 

this difference between Russian and English. However, in this case the participants still fell back 

on the L1 even though they were most likely taught the differences. It is also intriguing that the 

wrist was considered to be part of the hand by the bilingual Russian speakers when neither 

monolingual group showed these results. This is not an influence of the L1. It rather appears to 

be a broadening of linguistic categories observed for the bilingual Russian speakers. Pavlenko 

and Malt (2010 p. 4) write about broadening and narrowing of linguistic categories done by 

bilingual speakers. According to them linguistic categories can both broaden and narrow over 

time, depending on the complexity of the categories. The results in this work agrees with this as 

they show that the bilingual Russian speakers broadened the hierarchy arm>hand>wrist without 

the influence of either the L1 or the L2, as stated by Ameel et al (2009) and Pavlenko et al 

(2010).  

A similar process can be seen for the term leg. The monolingual English and bilingual Russian 

speakers used the hierarchies leg > thigh, leg > knee and leg > shin.  The hierarchies foot >sole 

and foot>heel were also expressed by the bilinguals. The English monolinguals did not consider 

the foot to be part of the leg while the Russian bilinguals did consider the foot to be part of the 

leg. Because of this a longer hierarchy could be created (Fig. 31): 
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Figure 31: Hierarchy of leg>foot>sole/heel 

This may be due to an influence of the L1 on the L2 as the Russian monolinguals also considered 

the стопа/ступня "?foot" to be part of the нога "?leg". Another influence from the L1 was that 

the Russian bilinguals considered the ankle to be part of the leg when it was not considered to be 

so by the English monolinguals. On the other hand, лодыжка "?ankle" was considered part of 

the нога "?leg" by both the Russian monolinguals and the bilinguals. This implies that the 

Russian bilinguals fall back on Russian semantic structures even when speaking English. 

Neither the monolingual English speakers nor the bilingual Russian speakers considered the 

shoulder to be part of the arm. In total, all four groups that participated in this thesis did not  

consider the shoulder to be part of the arm. As discussed previously, this could be because the 

shoulder is not considered part of the arm, however the more likely explanation is that the 

placement of the dot was too high to be considered part of the arm. This in turn shows that the 

boundary of the arm is located lower than the red dot, though that dot is still acceptable as the 

shoulder. This means that only part of the shoulder is located on the arm while the rest of it is 

located farther that the boundaries of the arm. 

If we compare the percentage of the red dot located on the shoulder, 31% of the Russian 

bilinguals did consider the red dot to be part of the arm while only 9% of the English 

monolinguals thought so, and 18% of the Russian monolinguals (see Appendix 1). This may also 

be an example of the Russian bilinguals broadening the category without the influence of the L1 

or the L2, similarly to the results of Ameel et al (2009) and Pavlenko et al (2010).  

8.2 Ambiguous categorization by English monolinguals and Russian bilinguals 

Both the English monolinguals and the Russian bilinguals showed ambiguity with the use of the 

word foot. The images are different though they portrayed nearly the same location on the human 

body. The bilinguals found question 13 ambiguous (Fig. 32), with 46 % saying yes and 54% 
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saying no. The English monolinguals on the other hand considered question 56 ambiguous (Fig. 

33) with 50% saying yes and 50% saying no.  

"Is the red dot located on the foot?" 

 

Figure 32: Image used in question 13, ambiguous for Russian bilinguals 

"Is the red dot located on the foot?" 

 

Figure 33: Image used in question 56, ambiguous for English monolinguals 

This is interesting as the Russian monolinguals did not find question 13 to be ambiguous as they 

responded with a majority of over 85% saying no in the related questions in the Russian 

questionnaire with the word стопа "?foot" in question 22 and ступня "?foot" in question 30. It 

also shows that while the word that is ambiguous is foot, the area on the human body is still a 

joint. The Russian bilinguals were not only using the Russian semantic system but rather a 

combination of the English and the Russian system. The ambiguous area was more like their L2 

than their L1. Ameel et al. (2009) say that areas of low frequency are more likely to be 

influenced by convergence. This can be observed in this example as the areas of ambiguity and 

low certainty seemed to be influenced more by convergence than solely the L1 given that the 

bilinguals relied more on the L2 for the ambiguous parts than any other body part. 
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We can compare the frequency of arm, leg, hand, foot, wrist and ankle on Google NGram 

Viewer (Google NGram Viewer Online resource 2). It is clear from Figure 34 that of all of the 

six words, wrist and ankle has the lowest frequency. This shows that the joints do in fact have 

lower frequency and according to Ameel et al (2009) they are thus more likely to be influenced 

by convergence. 

 

Figure 34: Google NGram Viewer results for arm, leg, hand, foot, wrist and ankle 

8.3 Treatment of homologous body parts among English monolinguals and 

Russian bilinguals 

In total, the results of this work show that monolingual English speakers treated wrists and 

ankles in the same way within the body part hierarchy. Neither word was considered part of the 

larger unit, arm and leg, nor the smaller unit hand and foot. On the other hand according to 

monolingual Russian speakers лодыжка "?ankle" was considered part of the larger unit нога 

"?leg" and запястье "?wrist" was considered part of рука "?arm". 

The bilingual Russian speakers behaved similarly to the monolingual Russian speakers. The 

bilingual speakers treated the ankle as part of the leg and the wrist as part of the hand and arm. 

This was also true for the Russian monolinguals and it was the opposite of the English 

monolinguals. This means that no matter if the ankles and the wrists were or were not considered 

part of the legs and arms, they were always symmetrical. Not a single group of participants 

answered asymmetrically, for example if the ankle was part of the leg but the wrist was not part 

of the arm. This means that the concept of homology regarding body parts is common, though 

how it is expressed in linguistic categorization varies. 

The results also showed that the bilinguals who answered the English questionnaire used Russian 

semantics. This points to the importance of what the L1 of an individual is since the L1 is likely 

to affect the L2. It is interesting to note that Elston-Güttler, Paulmann and Kotz (2005) showed 

that the level of proficiency in the L2 is related to the level that is tested. Single word tests are 
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more likely to be influenced by the L1 than sentence based stimuli. As the questionnaire used in 

this thesis was based on single words it may have also affected the results. 

9. Discussion and conclusions 

9.1 Discussion 

Our results show that body part labels in general extend further in Russian than they do in 

English. As this was seen among monolinguals we can assume that this is a feature of the 

language rather than a broadening of semantic categories among bilinguals. 

Some features of semantic categorization were shared, for example the wrist was ambiguous 

among both English and Russian monolinguals. Ambiguity in general affected only joint areas in 

both English and Russian. Even though the two languages did not have many ambiguous areas in 

common they did share a common pattern.  

Another common pattern is that the homologous wrists and ankles were treated in a similar way 

within the partonomies in English and Russian. However English did not consider both joints to 

be part of the body part hierarchy which is opposite to Russian where both joints were part of the 

partonomy. This shows a symmetry within each language. It may be that while the concept of 

homology is often displayed symmetrically, the way it is expressed is cultural. 

Some linguists, such as Andersen (1978) and Langacker (1988), have stated that there are body 

part hierarchies that are universal or, in a more limited scale, apply for both English and Russian. 

This is not the case in our results as different hierarchies were found among English and Russian 

monolinguals (for example arm>hand). Our work showed that English and Russian include 

different hierarchy systems where an influence of an L1 or a broadening of categories could be 

noticeable.  

When it comes to the bilinguals there are two groups to consider. Firstly, the bilingual group that 

answered the Russian questionnaire performed the same way as the Russian monolinguals. The 

reason for why the participants were not influenced by their English L2 as much as needed to 

provide different results was perhaps due to a low everyday exposure to English. According to 

Athanasopoulos, Damjanovic, Krajciova, and Sasaki (2010) frequent use of a language heavily 

impacts the influence of a language. Should a bilingual not use their L2 on a regular basis, the L1 

would influence the bilingual more (Athanasopoulos et al. 2010, p. 16). 

On the other hand the Russian bilinguals provided different results from the English 

monolinguals and at times from the Russian monolinguals. They apparently use two methods to 

interpret the English semantic system. They either fell back on Russian semantics or tried to 

create a convergent system that relies on both languages. This recalls Ameel's et al. (2009) 

theory that bilinguals use two languages in their system but one language may be more dominant 

at times. 
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At the beginning of the thesis a question was asked: how does being a bilingual affect semantic 

categorization? According to Pavlenko et al (2010) several things occur, though there is no strict 

rule to follow. No matter if the bilingual learned the L2 during their childhood, adolescence or 

adulthood, there are still influences of bilingualism on semantic categorization. Pavlenko and 

Malt (2010) considered this issue from a perspective of L2 influence on L1. They found that 

semantic categorization of containers differs among monolinguals and bilinguals, no matter at 

what age the bilinguals started learning the L2. They further found that this was expressed in a 

variety of ways. The semantic categories become either broader or more narrow for the 

bilinguals than the monolinguals though there is no specific trend that takes place. Pavlenko and 

Malt state that "the changes seem to result from a complex interaction of the semantic content of 

the various options available in both languages" (2010, p. 41). This is supported by Ameel et al. 

(2009) stating that semantic categorization of the bilingual individual is a complex system that 

incorporates both languages. The results of our work do not show strong influence of 

bilingualism on semantic categorization since the answers for the monolinguals and the Russian 

bilinguals are virtually identical. This may depend on the participants and more on the lack of 

English proficiency rather than a lack of an L2 influence. According to Athanasopoulos and 

Aveledo (2013) the proficiency of a language is one of the deciding factors in the semantic 

categorization of bilinguals. Though their work focused on colour, number and motion, it would 

be reasonable to believe that this is also important for the categorization of body parts. 

On the other hand, an L1 influence was observed, as seen among Russian bilinguals answering 

the English questionnaire. They at times used the Russian L1 semantic system, for example in 

the hierarchy arm>hand, which was found among Russian monolinguals and bilinguals but not 

English monolinguals. This shows the use of the L1 semantic system when using the L2. This 

means that in order to combine bilingualism with semantic categorization the individual creates a 

semantic system dependent on both languages, while one language may display dominance. The 

Russian bilinguals found foot to be ambiguous, which is similar to the results found among 

English monolinguals and not similar to the results of the Russian monolinguals. This means that 

Russian bilinguals did not solely use the Russian semantic system but also the English system. 

All in all we can see that the bilinguals may experience effects of both languages in the 

categorization, however the extent to which this was done varies. 

An unexpected feature met in this work is related to the bilinguals that participated in the 

Russian questionnaire as their results were similar to the results of the monolinguals, perhaps due 

to insufficient L2 influence. In the future in order not to have this problem only participants who 

have spoken the L2 from their childhood and who live in an English speaking countries should 

probably be used. 

We can also note several observations regarding the pictorial part of our work. The majority of 

the pictures proved to be useful and relevant and did not bring any troubling issues. Though in 

one case the red dot in the picture displaying the shoulder proved to be too far up that influenced 
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the participants. It appears that the red dots should be adjusted more precisely. Both of these 

problems can easily be fixed for future studies. 

The forced yes/no choice proved suitable for online data collection, and in some ways superior to 

free labeling. The yes/no paradigm is sensitive to alternative categorizations where body terms 

enter into partonomies, and processing of the data was much simpler as a normalization step, 

since questions such as the right leg being the same as leg were not needed.  

9.2 Future studies 

This thesis presents results that could be interesting to explore in future works. One weakness of 

this study was that the group of participants who answered the Russian questionnaire were 

apparently not complete bilinguals. Thus, it would be interesting to examine more balanced 

bilinguals, for example people who have spoken both languages from childhood or who at least 

live in an English speaking country.  

It would also be interesting to examine the boundaries of body parts. The results showed that the 

red dot used for the shoulder was located too far up to be used as part of the arm. It would be 

intriguing to examine this issue further and see if certain minute differences in location can alter 

the categorization of body parts. In fact, if it was possible to get such a large number of 

respondents again, it would be feasible to explore participants' subsets of a much larger set of 

stimuli, showing much finer spatial divisions. 

Finally, it would be worth to examine boundaries of body parts between a larger variety of 

languages. This thesis inspected English and Russian and though these languages are not very 

closely related they are both Indo-European languages. It would be quite interesting to compare 

monolinguals and bilinguals from languages that have very different categorization systems. 

Perhaps this extreme diversity would provide clearer examples of the L1 influence and 

convergence. In general, the field of semantic categorization among monolinguals and bilinguals 

is rich with possibilities for future studies.  

9.3 Conclusions 
Our work examined the semantic categorization of body parts in English and Russian among 

monolinguals and bilinguals. We considered several semantic features - hierarchies, ambiguity 

and homology. The results showed that monolingual English and Russian speakers often have 

different systems of semantic body part categorization in regard to each of the above features. 

For example, the hierarchy arm > hand did not exist for English monolingual respondents but 

was clearly expressed by Russian monolingual participants in the relationship 

рука"?arm">кисть"?hand". Russian monolinguals only found кисть "?hand" to be ambiguous 

while for the English monolinguals ambiguity was found for shin, hand, ankle and foot. Russian 

monolinguals considered лодыжка "?ankle" as a part of the larger unit нога "?leg" and 

запястье "?wrist" as a part of рука "?arm" which further shows a homologous relationship 

between лодыжка "?ankle"  and запястье "?wrist". English monolingual participants on the 
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other hand did not consider the ankle or the wrist to be part of the leg or foot, though the ankle 

and the wrist were still homologous.  

While the two languages have different semantic systems, they were not conflicting with 

bilingualism. Bilingual speakers in our results were able to adapt to the situation and often 

combine the two different categorization systems by using semantic categories of both their L1 

and their L2. The results also showed that bilinguals answering the Russian questionnaire 

displayed similar results to the monolingual Russian participants, showing no evidence of 

influence from the L2. The Russian bilinguals answering the English questionnaire used 

semantic categorization of the L1 but also demonstrated a broadening of the semantic categories 

unrelated to the L1 or the L2. This conclusion supports the results of Wang and Wen (2002), 

Ameel et al. (2009) and Pavlenko and Malt (2010) and shows that the human mind is able to 

adapt and evolve even when seemingly conflicting languages and systems are involved. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Results of the English questionnaire 
 

 
Image Prompt 

Monolingual 

yes / no 

n=54 

L1 Russian 

yes / no 

n=26 

1 

 

Is the red dot located on the shoulder? 98 / 2 96 / 4 

2 

 

Is the red dot located on the thigh? 94 / 6 100 / 0 

3 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 91 / 9 92 / 8 

4 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 9 / 91 31 / 69 

5 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

6 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 0 / 100 0 / 100 
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7 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

8 

 

Is the red dot located on the thigh? 0 / 100 0 / 100 

9 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 94 / 6 100 / 0 

10 

 

Is the red dot located on the shin? 39 / 61 92 / 8 

11 

 

Is the red dot located on the elbow? 0 / 100 4 / 96 

12 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 89 / 11 92 / 8 

13 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 24 / 76 46 / 54 

14 

 

Is the red dot located on the wrist? 2 / 98 0 / 100 
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15 

 

Is the red dot located on the knee? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

16 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 33 / 67 81 / 19 

17 

 

Is the red dot located on the hand? 0 / 100 27 / 73 

18 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 98 / 2 100 / 0 

19 

 

Is the red dot located on the shin? 0 / 100 27 / 73 

20 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 4 / 96 65 / 35 

21 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 4 / 96 69 / 31 

22 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 0 / 100 0 / 100 
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23 

 

Is the red dot located on the ankle? 100 / 0 92 / 8 

24 

 

Is the red dot located on the hand? 100 / 0 92 / 8 

25 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 81 / 19 85 / 15 

26 

 

Is the red dot located on the shin? 81 / 19 88 / 12 

27 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 9 / 91 69 / 31 

28 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 28 / 72 77 / 23 

29 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 94 / 6 96 / 4 

30 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 100 / 0 100 / 0 
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31 

 

Is the red dot located on the wrist? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

32 

 

Is the red dot located on the shin? 54 / 46 85 / 15 

33 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 7 / 93 69 / 31 

34 

 

Is the red dot located on the hand? 46 / 54 92 / 8 

35 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 4 / 96 4 / 96 

36 

 

Is the red dot located on the heel? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

37 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 7 / 93 77 / 23 

38 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 98 / 2 100 / 0 
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39 

 

Is the red dot located on the ankle? 57 / 43 77 / 23 

40 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 96 / 4 96 / 4 

41 

 

Is the red dot located on the hand? 0 / 100 27 / 73 

42 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 7 / 93 77 / 23 

43 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

44 

 

Is the red dot located on the wrist? 19 / 81 12 / 88 

45 

 

Is the red dot located on the ankle? 70 / 30 62 / 38 

46 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 7 / 93 77 / 23 
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47 

 

Is the red dot located on the arm? 85 / 15 100 / 0 

48 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 93 / 7 88 / 12 

49 

 

Is the red dot located on the sole? 94 / 6 100 / 0 

50 

 

Is the red dot located on the elbow? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

51 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

52 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 37 / 63 88 / 12 

53 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 100 / 0 100 / 0 

54 

 

Is the red dot located on the ankle? 100 / 0 92 / 8 
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55 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 7 / 93 77 / 23 

56 

 

Is the red dot located on the foot? 50 / 50 65 / 35 

57 

 

Is the red dot located on the leg? 11 / 89 77 / 23 

 

Appendix 2: Results of the Russian questionnaire 
 

 
Image Prompt 

Monolingual 

yes / no 

n=198 

Bilingual Rus-Eng 

yes / no 

n=201 

1 

 

Находится ли красная точка на плече? 81 / 19 82 / 18 

2 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 98 / 2 

3 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 97 / 3 
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4 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 22 / 78 18 / 82 

5 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 88 / 12 93 / 7 

6 

 

Находится ли красная точка на бедре? 89 / 11 89 / 11 

7 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 2 / 98 0 / 100 

8 

 

Находится ли красная точка на локте? 95 / 5 98 / 2 

9 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 86 / 14 71 / 29 

10 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ляжке? 81 / 19 75 / 25 

11 

 

Находится ли красная точка на лодыжке? 75 / 25 72 / 28 
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12 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 94 / 6 97 / 3 

13 

 

Находится ли красная точка на носке? 66 / 34 68 / 32 

14 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 98 / 2 

15 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 2 / 98 0 / 100 

16 

 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? 2 / 98 0 / 100 

17 

 

Находится ли красная точка на колене? 98 / 2 100 / 0 

18 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 98 / 2 

19 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 96 / 4 100 / 0 
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20 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 85 / 15 73 / 27 

21 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 96 / 4 100 / 0 

22 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 15 / 85 10 / 90 

23 

 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? 2 / 98 0 / 100 

24 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 93 / 7 95 / 5 

25 

 

Находится ли красная точка на голени ? 95 / 5 97 / 3 

26 

 

Находится ли красная точка на лодыжке? 81 / 19 86 / 14 

27 

 

Находится ли красная точка на запястье? 11 / 89 9 / 91 
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28 

 

Находится ли красная точка на носке? 90 / 10 90 / 10 

29 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 95 / 5 99 / 1 

30 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 10 / 90 6 / 94 

31 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 94 / 6 100 / 0 

32 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 81 / 19 71 / 29 

33 

 

Находится ли красная точка на голени? 66 / 34 74 / 26 

34 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 95 / 5 100 / 0 

35 

 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? 95 / 5 95 / 5 
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36 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 3 / 97 0 / 100 

37 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 81 / 19 75 / 25 

38 

 

Находится ли красная точка на запястье? 17 / 83 11 / 89 

39 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 99 / 1 

40 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 84 / 16 75 / 25 

41 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 94 / 6 100 / 0 

42 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 85 / 15 76 / 24 

43 

 

Находится ли красная точка на носке? 5 / 95 2 / 98 
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44 

 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? 54 / 46 50 / 50 

45 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 81 / 19 82 / 18 

46 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 96 / 4 

47 

 

Находится ли красная точка на запястье? 92 / 8 90 / 10 

48 

 

Находится ли красная точка на лодыжке? 30 / 70 27 / 73 

49 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 90 / 10 91 / 9 

50 

 

Находится ли красная точка на руке? 96 / 4 99 / 1 

51 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 95 / 5 100 / 0 
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52 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 88 / 12 90 / 10 

53 

 

Находится ли красная точка на кисти? 3 / 97 3 / 97 

54 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 31 / 69 24 / 76 

55 

 

Находится ли красная точка на пятке? 99 / 1 99 / 1 

56 

 

Находится ли красная точка на запястье? 28 / 72 28 / 72 

57 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 82 / 18 72 / 28 

58 

 

Находится ли красная точка на лодыжке? 72 / 28 76 / 24 

59 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 92 / 8 95 / 5 
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60 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 31 / 69 25 / 75 

61 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 95 / 5 98 / 2 

62 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 95 / 5 98 / 2 

63 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 96 / 4 99 / 1 

64 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 79 / 21 72 / 28 

65 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ноге? 94 / 6 98 / 2 

66 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 73 / 27 75 / 25 

67 

 

Находится ли красная точка на стопе? 66 / 34 60 / 40 
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68 

 

Находится ли красная точка на носке? 75 / 25 76 / 24 

69 

 

Находится ли красная точка на ступне? 69 / 31 67 / 33 

 

Appendix 3: Biographical questions included in the English questionnaire 
1. Gender 

2. Occupation 

3. In what country were you born? 

4. In what city were you born? 

5. What language(s) have you spoken from childhood? 

6. Have you lived in a place where they speak a different language to one of your childhood 

languages? - Yes/ No 

7. If you answered YES and you lived there for more than one year, please list the place(s) 

and language(s) 

8. What is your highest level of education? - a) None/some primary, b) Primary / 

elementary, c) Secondary / High school, d) Vocational, e) University undergraduate, f) 

University postgraduate or further 

9. If you answered d,e, or f above, what is your main area of study or vocational training? 

10. Do you speak any language(s) besides English? - Yes/ No 

11. a) If you answered YES, what language(s) do you speak? 

12. b) How would you rate your skills in this/these languages? Use a scale from 1 to 5 to rate 

your current ability, where 1 = can ask directions and answer simple questions, 2 = can 

have a basic conversation on familiar topics, 3 = functional in most contexts (e.g. could 

tell a story or fill out a form), but not fluent, 4 = fluent with occasional mistakes, clearly a 

foreigner, 5 = very fluent, can use the language as well as a native language. 

 

Appendix 4: Biographical questions included in the Russian questionnaire 
1. Пол 

2. Профессия 

3. В какой стране Bы родились? 

4. В каком городе Bы родились? 

5. На каком языке или языках Bы говорите с детства (говорили в детстве)? 
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6. Жили ли Вы где-нибудь, где говорят на языке, отличающимся от языков, на 

которых Bы говорите с детства? - Да/ Нет 

7. Если Вы ответили ДА и жили в таком месте (или местах) более года, укажите, где 

именно, а также назовите язык или языки, на которых там говорили. 

8. Какое у Вас образование (в том числе незаконченное)? - a) Нет / первые классы 

начальной школы, b) Начальное образование, c) Среднее образование, d) Среднее 

специальное образование, e) Бакалавриат, f) Магистратура / аспирантура / 

дальнейшее образование 

9. Если выше Вы отметили d, e или f: чему именно Вы обучались (профессия или 

сфера знаний)? 

10. Вы говорите на каком-нибудь языке, кроме pусского языка?- - Да/ Нет 

11. а) Если Вы ответили да, то какие это языки? 

12. б) Как бы Вы оценили свои способности в этом/ этих языках? Используeте шкалу 

от 1 до 5, чтобы оценить Ваши способности, где 1 = можете спросить направление 

и ответить на простые вопросы, 2 = можете вести беседу на знакомые темы, 3 = 

используeте язык во многих ситуациях (например, можете рассказать историю или 

заполнить анкету), но не владеете языком, 4 = свободно, но со случайными 

ошибками, явно иностранец, 5 = свободно можете использовать этот язык как 

родной 


